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Introduction 
With the rapid adoption of automated (robotic) milking systems (AMS), we have 

experienced a fundamental shift in nutritional management, with the division of the 
ration into a partial mixed ration (PMR) and the AMS pellet. In addition, the nature of the 
PMR, allocation of the PMR, type of pellet, and feeding strategy of the pellet delivered in 
the AMS differ. The large diversity coupled limited controlled research regarding feeding 
management have led to recommendations being largely based on survey studies or 
based on anecdotal data from single-farm case studies. However, research on feeding 
management strategies for cows managed in AMS has increased, and this paper will 
describe the current state of knowledge along with areas where research is needed. 

Does Cow-traffic Design Influence the Feeding Management Approach? 
There are two main goals when considering the nutritional program for cows 

milked with AMS. The first, as with all planned nutritional programs, is to provide a diet 
that meets nutrient requirements for maintenance and production. However, with AMS, 
there is a perception that this goal can be shifted from the pen level to the cow level. 
Thus, producers could be providing a different diet for each cow within the same pen by 
adjusting the amount of pellet provided in the AMS. The second goal, which is unique to 
AMS, is to stimulate cows to voluntarily enter the AMS by dispensing pellet in the AMS. 
A disproportionately large focus has been placed on the AMS pellet, considering that 
the PMR provides the majority of the dry matter and nutrients consumed. For example, 
assuming a static dry matter intake (DMI) of 28 kg, the PMR could be estimated to 
contribute between 89 and 71% of the total dietary dry matter for cows offered three and 
eight kg of pellet in the AMS (dry matter basis), respectively. 

Current survey data suggest that producers with free-flow traffic barns program 
greater AMS pellet allocations than those with guided-flow traffic barns (Salfer and 
Endres, 2018). Feeding greater quantities of pellet in the AMS, by default, also indicates 
the PMR will be less nutrient dense. While this may not be considered to be a problem, 
recent research has demonstrated that feeding a PMR with a greater proportion of 
forage increases the ability of cattle to sort that PMR (Menajovsky et al., 2018; Paddick 
et al., 2019). Providing more pellet in the AMS with free-flow barns is typically done 
because cows can choose when, and if, they voluntarily enter the AMS, whereas with 
guided flow barns, cows are ultimately directed to the commitment pen and the AMS 
using automated sorting gates. While the survey data indicate that producers with free-
flow barns provide more pellet in the AMS, it is not known whether those cows consume 
more AMS pellet because the amount actually delivered and the amount consumed are 
not reported. The difference between the computer programmed value, amount 
delivered, and amount consumed for the AMS pellet is of major importance. Moreover, 
survey-based studies have neglected to evaluate PMR composition and do not have the 
ability to evaluate PMR intake at a cow level (Bently et al., 2013; Tremblay et al., 2016; 
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Salfer and Endres, 2018). Thus, caution should be applied when considering survey-
based data as a means to evaluate potential recommended feeding strategies. 

Salfer and Endres (2018) reported that the upper limit for pellet allocation in AMS 
(computer programmed value) in their survey was 11.3 kg /cow/day. Assuming cows 
could consume 11.3 kg/day, each cow would need to consume over 2.8 kg/milking 
(assuming 4 milkings/day) equal to 350 to 400 g/minute if milking duration was between 
seven and eight minutes. This high rate of pellet feeding may outpace the ability of cows 
to consume pellet while milking, and likely would result in a significant quantity of pellet 
that is either not delivered to the cow (Penner et al., 2017) or delivered in the AMS but 
not consumed by the cow (Bach and Cabrera, 2017). 

Unfortunately, there is a lack of data evaluating whether traffic flow truly affects 
the amount of pellet required to be offered in the AMS.  A study conducted in a feed-
first, guided-flow barn reported no effect on voluntary attendance or milk yield when the 
amount of pellet delivered varied from 0.5 to 5.0 kg of DM/day (Paddick et al., 2019), 
whereas similar treatments in a free-flow barn resulted in more frequent voluntary 
milkings (Schwanke et al., 2019). It would be nice to conclude that these data provide 
support for allocating greater quantities of AMS pellet under free-flow systems; 
however, the AMS pellet composition, PMR composition, total DMI, and days in milk 
also differed between the two studies thereby preventing a direct comparison. 
Moreover, Bach et al. (2007) reported that the amount of pellet provided in a free-flow 
system did not affect voluntary attendance or milk yield. As a result, studies should not 
be interpreted to indicate the absolute amount of pellet provided because the amount 
likely differs on a farm-to-farm basis. 

Does Increasing the AMS Pellet Allocation Increase Voluntary Attendance and 
Milk Yield? 

One of the most common claims with AMS feeding strategies is that increasing 
the amount of pellet delivered in the AMS will stimulate voluntary attendance and milk 
yield. The approaches used to increase the AMS pellet allocation should be considered 
because there are two very different nutritional strategies. First, producers need to 
decide how much pellet is required from a basal level and this basal amount must 
consider the formulation of the PMR. Previous studies have been conducted to evaluate 
how the amount of pellet offered in AMS affects production responses when the total 
dietary nutrient supply is equivalent. In other words, with this strategy, increasing the 
amount of pellet provided in the AMS requires an equal reduction in the amount of pellet 
in the PMR such that the total diet (PMR + AMS) does not differ. The first study 
published using this nutritional strategy compared treatments with computer 
programmed values of three or eight kg of pellet in the AMS in a free-flow barn design 
(Bach et al., 2007). In that study, despite having programmed values of 3 and 8 kg/day, 
pellet delivery was 2.6 and 6.8 kg/day (dry matter basis) and the amount of pellet 
delivered did not affect milk production or milk component production. In two recent 
studies conducted in a feed first guided-flow barn at the University of Saskatchewan, 
AMS pellet delivery ranged between 0.5 and 5.0 kg of dry matter/cow/day (Hare et al., 
2018; Paddick et al., 2019). Altering the amount of AMS pellet while maintaining equal 
dietary nutrient composition did not affect voluntary visits, milk yield or milk component 
yield. In contrast, a recent study conducted at the University of Guelph in a free-flow 
barn reported that with total diets (PMR + AMS pellet) that were the same in nutrient 
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composition, increasing the AMS pellet from 3 to 6 kg/day (and correspondingly 
reducing the same pellet in the PMR), stimulated greater DMI, increased voluntary visits 
by 0.5 milkings/day, and numerically increased milk yield by 1.5 kg/day (Schwanke et 
al., 2019). 

It might seem counter-intuitive that increasing the AMS pellet allocation does not 
necessarily stimulate voluntary visits or milk yield. However, simply providing more 
pellet in the AMS does not necessarily translate to greater DMI. For example, Hare et 
al. (2018) reported that for every 1 kg increase in AMS pellet delivered, there was a 
corresponding decrease in PMR DMI of 1.58 kg. Bach et al. (2007) reported a 1.14 kg 
reduction in PMR DMI and Paddick et al. (2019) reported that PMR DMI decreased by 
0.97 kg for every one kg increase in AMS pellet delivered. The large or at least equal 
reduction in PMR DMI with increasing AMS pellet intake demonstrates that nutrient 
intake may not be positively affected. These effects of greater concentrate consumption 
in the AMS and subsequent PMR substitution rate may also vary due to the energy 
density of the PMR; Menajovsky et al. (2018) reported a 0.78 and 0.89 kg/d reduction of 
PMR for every 1 kg of concentrate, depending on PMR energy density (low or high). In 
contrast, Schwanke et al. (2019) reported that for every 1 kg increase in AMS pellet 
intake there was only a 0.63 kg reduction in PMR DMI (Table 1). In that that case, 
providing more pellet in the AMS resulted in greater total DMI and likely explains their 
numerical improvement in milk yield. The variable and currently unpredictable 
substitution rate may challenge the ability to formulate diets for individual cows in the 
same pen given that only the amount or types of pellet in the AMS can differ.  

Table 1. Effect of increasing pellet in the automated milking system (AMS) on the 
reduction in PMR intake (DM basis).

Study 
DIM (mean ± 

SD) 
Cows, parity, and study design 

Traffic and diet, 

dietary scenario 

Substitution ratio, kg 

PMR/kg AMS 

concentrate 

Bach et al., 

2007 
191 ± 2.13 

69 primiparous Holstein, 46 

multiparous Holstein 

Completely randomized 

design 

Free 

Isocaloric 
1.14 

Hare et al., 

2018 

227 ± 25 

123 ± 71 

5 multiparous Holstein 

3 primiparous Holstein 

Guided 

Isocaloric 
1.58 

Henriksen et 

al., 2018 

32-320

14-330

22 primiparous Holstein,  

19 multiparous Holstein 

11-week study

Free 

Static PMR with 2 

concentrate 

0.58 – 0.92 

Henriksen et 

al., 2018 

29-218

17-267

14 primiparous Jersey 

28 multiparous Jersey 

11-week study

Free 

Static PMR with 2 

concentrate 

allocations 

0.69-0.50 

Menajovsky et 

al., 2018 
141 ± 13.6 

8 multiparous Holstein 

Replicated 4x4 Latin square 

Guided 

Low energy PMR 

High energy PMR 

0.89 

0.78 

Henriksen et 

al., 2019 

Early (5 to 14) 

Mid (15 to 

240) 

Late (241 to 

305) 

128 cows (68 Holstein + 60 

Jersey) 

Continuous lactation study 

Free 

Static PMR with 2 

differing 

concentrate 

allocations 

5 

1.1 

2.9 

Paddick et al., 

2019 
90.6 ± 9.8 

8 primiparous Holstein 

Replicated 4x4 Latin square 

Guided 

Isocaloric 
0.97 
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Schwanke et 

al., 2019 
47.1 ± 15.0 

15 primiparous Holstein cows, 

crossover design 
Free, Isocaloric 0.63 

As a second strategy, the energy density of the diet for an individual cow can be 
changed by increasing or decreasing the AMS pellet allocation without changing the 
composition of the PMR. This approach is one strategy to apply precision feeding 
management. There has been limited research with this strategy; however, in a recent 
study where cows received two or six kg of AMS pellet (dry matter basis), there were 
only subtle differences in milking frequency and only numerical improvements for milk 
and milk protein yield (Menajovsky et al., 2018). At a farm level, Tremblay et al. (2016) 
reported a negative relationship between the amount of pellet offered in the AMS and 
milk yield. Their rationale was that poor forage quality requires more pellet; however, 
there was no information provided on PMR characteristics. To our knowledge, there is 
still a lack of research focusing on the use of precision feeding strategies, particularly 
with high-yielding and early lactation cows. 

A challenge with adopting precision feeding strategies is that predictions are 
needed for the amount of PMR and AMS pellet that the cow will consume on a daily 
basis. The data are clear that increasing the quantity of AMS pellet offered in the AMS 
increases the day-to-day variability in the consumption of the AMS pellet and hence 
creates more dietary variability (Hare et al., 2018; Menajovsky et al., 2018; Paddick et 
al., 2019; Schwanke et al., 2019). Based on the available data, the coefficient of 
variation (CV) in AMS pellet delivered averages 13.6%.   

In most studies, a fundamental assumption is that as AMS pellet delivered, and 
presumably consumed, increased, PMR intake would decrease with an equal 
magnitude. We know this assumption is not true as substitution rates (amount of 
decrease in PMR intake for every 1 kg increase in AMS pellet intake) range from 0.63 to 
1.58 kg (Table 1). Obviously, the reduction in PMR intake with increasing AMS pellet 
allocation will change the nature of the total diet and depending on the direction and 
magnitude of the PMR substitution, the proportions of forage neutral detergent fibre 
(NDF) or physically effective NDF may become marginal coupled with increases in 
ruminally degradable starch. 

In AMS systems, there are three values that are relevant when considering AMS 
pellet delivery. The first value is the computer programmed target value. This value is 
the maximum amount that can be offered to cows in the AMS, assuming that carry-over 
of pellet is not included in the equation. The second value is the amount that is 
delivered to the cows in the AMS. The third value is the amount consumed in the AMS. 
The amount of pellet programmed in the computer does not correspond with the amount 
delivered (Figure 1). For example, Bach et al. (2007) allocated either 3 or 8 kg/day in 
the AMS but only 2.6 and 6.8 kg/day were delivered, respectively. Halachmi et al. 
(2005) offered either 7 kg/day or 1.2 kg/visit to cows and reported that cows offered 7 
kg/day were only delivered 5.2 kg/day while those offered 1.2 kg/visit received 3.85 
kg/day. Pellet delivery and pellet consumption below that of the formulated diet are 
major concerns. Evaluating the deviation between the amount programmed and the 
amount offered is an important management tool because it demonstrates the ability to 
deliver the formulated diet to the cows. The deviation between the amount programmed 
and the amount delivered increases as the amount programmed increases (Figure 1). 
While it cannot be evaluated on farm easily, residual pellet left in the AMS feeder also 
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increases with increasing pellet allocation in the AMS (Bach and Cabrera, 2017). 
Differences among the amount of pellet programmed, amount delivered in the AMS, 
and amount consumed by cows in the AMS can pose a challenge to dairy producers 
and their nutritionists, and diminish the ability to formulate diets that reasonably predict 
production outcomes. 

Figure 1. Comparison of computer programmed target AMS pellet allocation and AMS pellet 

consumption. The circles indicate the target quantity of AMS pellet desired, the ‘x’ indicate the 

computer programmed quantity, and the grey vertical bars indicate the average quantity that 

cows are delivered (adapted from Paddick and Penner, 2018). 

How Important is the Type of Supplement Provided in the AMS? 
In addition to general feeding management, palatability of the pellet provided in 

the AMS is also important. Madsen et al. (2010) evaluated pellets containing barley, 
wheat, a barley-oat mix, maize, artificially dried grass, or pellets with added lipid with all 
cows fed a common PMR. They observed that AMS pellet intake and voluntary visits 
were greatest when the pellets contained the wheat or the barley-oat mix. However, 
pelleted barley and wheat are expected to have a rapid rate of fermentation in the 
rumen and feeding substantial quantities would be expected to increase the risk for low 
ruminal pH. To reduce fermentability, pellets could be prepared with low-starch 
alternatives (Miron et al., 2004; Halamachi et al., 2006; 2009). Substituting starch 
sources with soyhulls did not negatively affect voluntary attendance at the AMS or milk 
yield (Halamachi et al., 2006, 2009), and may slightly improve milk fat and reduce milk 
protein concentrations (Miron et al., 2004). 
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Producers may also choose to use home-grown feeds in the AMS. In a recent 
study at the University of Saskatchewan, it was tested whether feeding a pellet was 
required or if they could deliver steam-flaked barley as an alternative (Greg Penner, 
personal communication) in a feed-first guided-traffic flow barn. In that study, the pellet 
comprised only barley grain and the same source of barley grain was used for the 
steam-flaked treatment. In all cases, cows were programmed to have 2.0 kg of the 
concentrate in the AMS delivered. While PMR (27.0 kg/d DM basis) and AMS 
concentrate intake (1.99 kg/d DM basis) did not differ among treatments, cows fed the 
steam-flaked barley tended to have fewer visits (2.99 vs. 2.83; P = 0.07) to the AMS, 
tended to have a longer interval between milking events (488 vs. 542 minutes; P = 
0.10), and spent 28 minutes more in the commitment pen prior to entering the AMS (P = 
0.01) than those fed pelleted barley. While this did not translate into differences in milk 
yield (average of 44.9 L/d), it may be expected that with a longer-term study, production 
impacts would be observed. In contrast, Henriksen et al. (2018) reported greater 
voluntary visits when a texturized feed (combination of pellet and steam-rolled barley) 
was provided in comparison to a pellet alone. Regardless, utilization of a pellet as the 
sole ingredient or part of the mix may limit the ability of producers to use home-grown 
feeds in the AMS. 

Partial Mixed Ration: the major, but forgotten component of the diet 
As mentioned previously, all surveys that have been published to date focus on 

AMS feeding with little or no information collected to describe PMR composition or 
intake. The lack of focus on the PMR is likely because only group intakes can be 
determined and many of the studies have been conducted using retrospective analysis. 
However, drawing conclusions or making recommendations for feeding management 
without considering the PMR could lead to erroneous decisions. We recently completed 
a study where we varied the formulation of the PMR such that we increased the energy 
density of the PMR by a similar magnitude to that commonly used when increasing the 
amount of pellet in the AMS (Menajovsky et al., 2018). Feeding the PMR with a greater 
energy density tended to increase milk yield (39.2 vs. 37.9 kg/d; P = 0.10) likely 
because of greater energy supply.  

Management of the PMR may be a key factor in success of AMS, largely due to 
the fact that milking activity in AMS is largely tied to PMR feeding activity (DeVries et al., 
2011; Deming et al., 2013). Stimulation of PMR eating behavior, through frequent feed 
delivery and push up across the day may, thus, be important for optimizing AMS usage. 
Interestingly, in recent observational study of AMS herds, Siewert et al. (2018) reported 
that farms with automatic feed push-up produced 352 kg more milk/robotic unit and 4.9 
kg more milk/cow per day than farms that manually pushed up feed. This effect may not 
be directly attributable to the use of an automated feed pusher, but rather that those 
farms using such automated equipment had more consistent feed push-up, and thus 
continuous feed access, than those pushing up feed manually. 

Early lactation challenges? 
Automated milking systems provide the ability to milk and feed cows individually 

based on production potential and stage of lactation. However, individualized milking 
may not only lead to more frequent milking and greater milk yield in early lactation, but 
may lead to issues with negative energy balance and metabolic disorders. Tatone et al. 
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(2017) reported that AMS herds in Ontario, Canada had higher within-herd prevalence 
of SCK (26%; as measured through milk ketone levels) than did conventional herds 
(21%). Those researchers also reported that multiparous cows in AMS herds were more 
likely to have SCK than in conventional herds (Tatone et al., 2017). Higher SCK 
prevalence may be the result of increased frequency of milking during early lactation or 
inadequate supplemental feeding of concentrates in the robot. In a field study King et al. 
(2018) reported that development of SCK in AMS cows was associated with greater 
production of milk relative to the amount of feed consumed in the AMS, suggesting that 
inadequate supplementation was occurring at that time. This provides evidence that 
robot feed supplementation must be based on stage of lactation and production level.  

Conclusions 
The adoption of AMS systems continues to rise and sound feeding management 

practices are needed to support efficient and cost-effective milk production. Feeding 
strategy in AMS herds must take into account the stage of lactation and production 
level. It is well established that the feeding strategy at the AMS will impact PMR 
consumption levels, thus this needs to be accounted for when formulating dietary plans. 
Finally, encouraging PMR feeding will help drive total intake and milking activity. 
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